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~Inthese experimentsno dottedbackgroundwas present since textural
cues provide rich positional information. In fact, when a textured
backgroundis prese t saccades made to the remembered position
of a target are alm st errorless (Gnadt 1991)whereas when
no textured background is present large systematic and random
errors are found in the final positionof the eye followingsaccades
made to the memorizedpositionof the targets. We founda similar
effect of background texture on the matching accuracy of
memorized targets’ position, the errors being larger when no
textured backgroundwas present.
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FIGURE 1. The plots show for each subject the relation, in the left column, between the azimuth of the simulated direction of
self-motion and the azimuth of the matched direction, and, in the right column, between the elevation of the simulated direction
of self-motion and the elevation of the matched direction. Above each set of experimental data, the best-fitting cubic polynomial
functions are shown. All the subjects showed a consistent dependence of their setting upon the actual direction of heading. Each
point is the result of one trial.
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FIGURE 2. The plots of the residuals of the cubic regressions demonstrate that for both the azimuthal (left column) and
elevational errors (right column), most of the constant componentis accountedfor by the polynomialregression.
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FIGURE3. The bar graphson the left depict the magnitudeof the variance of the variable error alongazimuth and elevation in
the heading (top) and control experiments (bottom). In the heading experiments the azimuthal variance is smaller than the
elevational variance for all of the subjects. This is not the case in the control experiment. Moreover, the azimuthal and
elevationalvariances are consistentlysmaller when the subjects had to match the locationof a memorizedtarget on the screen.
The bar graphson the right showthe proportionof the Mean SquaredError (MSE)due to the variable error. The portionof the
total error (MSE)accountedfor by the variableerror is largerwhensubjectshad to matchthe directionof the memorizedtarget’s
position than when they matched heading.
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TABLE 1. The ratios (F value) of the variance of the elevational
(V.Err.EL) and the azimuthal error (V.Err.Az.) are reported for each
subject as well as probabilityof these ratios being equal to one, that is,
the probability that the variances have the same value
Subject Gd
V.Err.El. # V.Err.Az. F(1385,1385)= 1.181,P <0.01
Subject DK
V.Err.El. # V.Err.Az. F(1074,1074)= 1.030,P >0.1
Subject JP
V.Err.E1.# V.Err.Az. F(2558,2558)= 1.038,P >0.1
Subject SH
V.Err.El. + V.Err.Az. F(1582,1582)= 1.155,P <0.05
Subject JG
V.Err.El. # V.Err.Az. F(776,776)= 1.453,P <0.001
For three subjects, Gd, DK, and JG, the values of the variance along
azimuth and elevation are significantlydifferent.
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FIGURE 4. The figure shows the signed difference between the
azimuth and elevation of the matched and the actual direction, in the
heading experimentson the top, and for the static target direction on
the bottom.For the one subject, whose data we show, while there is a
large underestimation of heading’s azimuth and elevation (the
difference between perceived and actual heading being positive for
negative values of both azimuth and elevation, and negative for
positive values of azimuth and elevation), little bias exists when
matching the target’s location.
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FIGURE 6. The directions of the first principal component of the
variable error (oriented arrows) cluster in a range of directionsclosely
centered around the orientation of the elevational component. TABLE 2. The values of the Kolmogorov–Smirnovtest on the
significanceof the differencesbetween the distributionof the variable
errors and a normal distributionare reported
Subject Max. difference P valuep o s s iv a l u( 4o uo 1 8d e gT hl es u pt
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Gd V.Err.Az
V.Err.E1
0.027
0.027
0.018
0.016
DK V.Err.Az
V.Err.El
0.030
0.026
0.024
0.016
0.014
0.016
0.289
0.117
JP V.Err.Az
V.Err.El
SH V.Err.Az
V.Err.El
0.026
0.022
0.014
0.067
JG V.Err.Az
V.Err.El
0.021
0.031
0.534
0.071
For two subjects, JP and JG the difference is not significant,whereas
for the other three subjects it is significantat the 0.05 level (with
the exceptionof the elevational error in SH).
*Twovariables with a zero correlation and a Gaussian distributionare
independent.
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FIGURE 7. The bar graphs, one for each subject, show the variance of the azimuthal and elewrtionalvariable error in the
different hemifields.In particular, the upwardorientedarrows indicate the uppervisual field, the downwardorientedarrows the
lowervisual field, the rightwardorientedarrowsthe rightvisual fieldand the Ieftwardorientedarrowsthe left visual field. For a
descriptionof the differences the reader should refer to the main text.
TABLE3. Thevariancesof the azimuthalerror in the uppervisual field
(Az.Up) and the lower visual field (Az.Lo) are compared through
the computation of the F statistic, and so for the variances of the
azimuthal error in the left visual field (Az.Lft) and right visual field
(Az.Rgt)
Subject Gd
A # A
E1.Up# E1.Lm
Az.Lft # Az.Rgt
E1.Lft# E1.Rgt
Subject DK
A # A
E1.Up# EI.Lo
Az.Lft # Az.Rgt
E1.Lft# E1.Rgt
Subject JP
Az.up # AZ.LO
E1.Up# E1.Lo
Az.Lft # Az.Rgt
E1.Lft# E1.Rgt
Subject SH
Az.up # AZ.LO
E1.Up# E1.Lo
Az.Lft # Az.Rgt
E1.Lft# E1.Rgt
Subject JG
Az.up # AZ.LO
ELUp # E1.Lo
Az.Lft # Az.Rgt
E1.Lft# ELRgt
F(682,703)= 1.109,P >0.1
F(682,703)= 1.156,P < 0.05”
F(758,627)= 1.360,P <0.01
F(758,627)= 1.126,P <0.1
F(556,518) = 1.291, P <0.01
F(556,518)= 1.101,F’> 0.1”
F(580,494)= 1.145,P < 0.1”
F(580,494)= 1.011,P >0.1”
F(1331,1227)= 1.041,P >0.1
F(1331,1227)= 1.019,P >0.1
F(1288,1270)= 1.045,P >0.1
F(1288,1270)= 1.104,P <0.1
F(821,761)= 1.335,P <0.001
F(821,761)= 1.031,P >0.1”
F(794,788)= 1.036,P >0.1
F(794,788)= 1.241,P <0.01
F(396,380)= 1.293,P <0.05
F(396,380)= 1.036,P >0.1’
F(391,385)= 1.200,P <0.1”
F(391,385)= 1.011,P >0.1
The same is done for the variance of the elevational error in the four
hemifields. Note that the value of the variance on the left of the
table is always larger than the one on the right, unless an asterisk
(*) is placed next to the P-value.
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